Any Talk About Copper Cartel Makes GE Angry; No Fair Mentioning Morgan Connections Either

The truth about the copper shortage among some circles in the House of Morgan that went up in last week's Works News. A resolution unanimously adopted by a big 301 meeting simply asked the directors of GE to use their influence with the House of Morgan and First National Bank, which control GE, to help bring to the world copper cartel.

The Works News ignored the request, and, strangely enough, that 301 asked GE of being able to obtain copper if it wanted to. The 301 resolution made no such change.

The mystery “spokesman” for the Works News referred to the “initiative,” “responsibility,” and otherwise terrible action actions, but ignored a very simple fact: U.S. needs no copper at all. The Federal Trade Commission, a well-established body, ordered the price up.

Negotiations of both companies were carried on, but Morgan controlled, and Morgan eventually became the only company to respond to the request.

The Indian Star had given just one paragraph to the strike resolution, and had shown no evidence in the Federal Trade Commission charges against the Morgan copper company.

Here's Your EU News

Company Violations of Contract Result in Work Stoppages Here

The recent statements made by Powell in his speech at the Federal Trade Commission meeting were taken as a basis for the strike resolutions.
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CIO Sets June 10 As Date 'Veto Day' (Continued from Page 1)

The waiting game continues as the CIO leaders prepare for the June 10 'veto day' to protest the Taft-Hartley Act. CIO leaders are considering a variety of methods to try to persuade the public and Congress to reverse the act. A demonstration is planned for Washington, D.C., and unions are also planning rallies in cities across the country. The CIO is urging its members to participate in these activities.

[Article continues with details about CIO activities and strategies]

ELECTRICAL UNION NEWS

May 29, 1947

GE Refuses To Sign Contract

As GE continues its efforts to sign a contract with the United Electrical Workers of America, Union President Vincent DeMartinis and the company's top executives have met to discuss the issues. GE has offered to sign the contract, but the Union demands better terms, including a higher wage scale and improved benefits. The negotiations are ongoing, and both sides are hoping to reach an agreement soon.

[Article continues with details about the contract negotiations]

May 29, 1947

Dangers in Taft Bill

The Taft-Hartley Act has been a source of concern for many workers and labor leaders. The act places restrictions on labor unions and their ability to advocate for workers' rights. It has been controversial, and many labor leaders are calling for its repeal or modification.

[Article continues with details about the Taft-Hartley Act and its impact on workers]